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Bang ColombiaÃ‚Â is a travel guide designed to help youÃ‚Â meetÃ‚Â Colombian women in

Colombia. It contains dozens of moves, lines, and tips learned after six months of research in

Medellin, Bogota, and Cali, where the author dedicated his existence to cracking the code of

Colombian women, who are more challenging than their Western counterparts.Inside this book

you&apos;ll read...A strategy for learning Spanish, including studying tips and a list of Spanish

learning guides that won&apos;t break the bankAn honest breakdown on Colombian women, both

in terms of physical traits and personalityThe three key pillars of game that build the foundation of

your Colombian romance strategyA standard internet email template, in both English and Spanish,

that you can use on three Colombian dating sites to have dates lined up before you even arriveAn

explanation into the ColombianÃ‚Â prepagoÃ‚Â female (gold digger), and what to do if you think

you have one on your handsYou&apos;ll also find a lot of dating tips, such as...A powerful first date

move that makes a Colombian girl feel like she&apos;s known you longer than she really hasHow to

deal with flakey college girlsAn effective Spanish phone script for calling a Colombian girl for the first

time so you get the date without sounding like an idiotThe easiest, cheapest way

toÃ‚Â romanceÃ‚Â a Colombian girl after you&apos;ve already had a successful date.How

toÃ‚Â date womenÃ‚Â even if you&apos;re staying at a dirty backpackers hostelIn addition, the

book contains city overviews for Bogota and Cali, and a very detailed guide for Medellin. For each

city the book contains insider tips on where to find girls both day or night. You&apos;ll also learn my

favorite dating techniques. With lines shared in both English and Spanish, Bang Colombia aims to

be a must-read for every Western man visiting the country.
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Leave your emotions, ego, whatever it is, leave that out the door. This is raw info and tips that will

guide you to get your flag. I love this book because it is written with one objective, getting laid. I will

recommend this to my friend.

Excellent niche guide, well-written and professionally presented. These books are very well done.

NICE BOOK!... I enjoyed a lot, despite not all Colombian girls are the same, the segment that he

describes are very, very near to the reality. He knows about the subject, REALLY!.A lot of

Colombian girls (in the segment) dream to marry an American or European guy (not Peruvian,

Ghanesees, etc). They wants to get a guy different than the Colombian guys, they idealize a charm

princes who gives her true love, stability (emotional and economical).Colombian girls are pretty but

at the contrary than the book says, they are funny and very smart... still easy impressionable girls...

and most of the times they are willing to do a lot of things in order to get her "gringo"... is a shame to

see too many Colombian girls are being sexually used by the "gringos"... but that's the life. That's

the cost of the Colombian girls' ambition.By the way, I'm from Colombia; I have been living in USA

for 11 years. ALMOST every year vacationing there... last time was Cartagena... the best of the best

place to find a girl (ask to a lot of gringos even to the secret service).I recommend this book, very

informative. But, remember not all the Colombian girls are the same.

Like other reviewers, I was drawn in by the preview chapters and decided to buy this, since I'm

currently living in Colombia. Instead of actually going through anything you could really use, it's just

recounts of his own exploits, and not in very fine detail either. A somewhat enjoyable read just for

the bits in the beginning but you won't find much of anything of use in this one.



It's OK because roosh talk s about the candalaria, and the putas there but does not reallygive you

the chance to meet upscale latinas, only if you are introduced by common friendsor family, also if u

want putas they r easy to find thanx to roosh & internet...but a real colombian hottiecan be found in

the most chique clubs and she will never talk to you, U can bang Colombia but U cannot bang

her,,,she is forbidden7

I boughtÃ‚Â Bang: More Lays In 60 DaysÃ‚Â a while back and since then I met a Colombian girl

living in my city. I wanted to learn more about what it takes to date her. This ebook is more for how

to date girls while IN Colombia but a lot of the things he wrote applies to Colombian girls outside of

their country, most specifically the culture chapter. I also got a lot of use in the resources he shares

to learn Spanish, which I've just started with the Pimsleur course. I liked the idea of this book for

adding to general game knowledge for a specific type of woman. I wasn't thinking of visiting

Colombia before reading but it's now on my list.

The author had some good solid tips along with locations and lines that I will use and implement a

sap.

The book looks promising from start as the author talks about the 3 most important cities in

Colombia. However, the author was just bragging about how he dumped Colombian girls, how he

got them in bed, and he expects you to do the same. There are some good ideas, but nothing that

common sense wouldn't do for you. He never goes too specific about plans in each city, and he

sounds like he makes us look like douche bags on foreign countries.
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